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ABSTRACT
An in-situ test in the Opalinus Clay formation, termed Porewater Chemistry (PC) experiment, was run for
a period of five years. It was based on the concept of diffusive equilibration whereby traced water with a
composition close to that expected in the formation was continuously circulated and monitored in a packedoff borehole. The main original focus was to obtain reliable data on the pH/pCO2 of the porewater, but
because of unexpected microbially- induced redox reactions, the objective was then changed to elucidate
the biogeochemical processes happening in the borehole and to understand their impact on pH/pCO2 and
pH in the low permeability clay formation.

Figure 1: Comparison of experimental results and model using glycerol as the organic carbon source. Top
left figure: organic matter. Plain line = acetate; dashed line = TOC (= acetate + solute organic source). Top
right figure: sulphate concentration. Bottom left figure: methane concentration. Bottom right figure:
evolution of kinetics rates as a function of time. The release rate for organic carbon in solution and the
degradation rates are given in mole C per s. The rate for sulphate reduction and methanogenesis are given
in degraded mole of acetate per s.
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Figure 2: Left: total inorganic carbon (squares) and alkalinity (circles) as a function of time. Right: pH
(squares) as a function of time. Lines are indicative of modelled total inorganic carbon and pH according
to the following scenario (organic carbon release in solution / solid source of carbon): 1- CH2O/CH2O;
2- Acetone / Acetone; 3- Glycerol / glycerol.
The biologically perturbed chemical evolution of the PC experiment was simulated with reactive transport
models. The aim of this modelling exercise was to develop a “minimal-” model able to reproduce the
chemical evolution of the PC experiment, i.e. the chemical evolution of solute inorganic and organic
compounds (organic carbon, dissolved inorganic carbon etc…) that are coupled with each other through
the simultaneous occurrence of biological transformation of solute or solid compounds, in-diffusion and
out-diffusion of solute species and precipitation/dissolution of minerals (in the borehole and in the
formation). An accurate description of the initial chemical conditions in the surrounding formation together
with simplified kinetics rule mimicking the different phases of bacterial activities allowed reproducing the
evolution of all main measured parameters (e.g. pH, TOC). Analyses from the overcoring and these
simulations evidence the high buffer capacity of Opalinus clay regarding chemical perturbations due to
bacterial activity. This pH buffering capacity is mainly attributed to the carbonate system as well as to the
clay surfaces reactivity. Glycerol leaching from the pH-electrode might be the primary organic source
responsible for bacterial growth and the subsequent perturbation in the borehole. Thanks to an accurate
description of the pristine boundary conditions this modelling exercise allows now for the first time a better
constrain of the chemical controls of the major cations and anions and though enables a realistic simulation
of a biological perturbation.
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